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Application Note Programming PIC Boards

1 Introduction
Many PIC Boards have socketed PIC chips, it meaningthey can be programmed externally with a 
PIC programmer or in circuit. In circuit programming is possible for all PIC Boards with ICSP
(In Circuit Serial Programming) connector.

2 External Programming
The PIC chip is programmed externally be removing it from the socket on the board,
programming it in a PIC programmer and replacing it on the board.

3 In Circuit Programming
This application note covers in-circuit programming for certain boards that have a 8-pin ICSP
connector.

 3.1 Powered and Unpowered Target boards
In circuit programming of such boards can be done in one of 2 ways:
• Target board is powered. This is the most convenient way if you are developing new code and often

want to download your program to the board for testing. The target board does not need to be powered  
down each time it is programmed. Your programmer and target board will both permanently be powered. 
All you do to download new code is command your programmer to program the PIC. 
The board is reset by the programmer after it has been programmed.

•  Target board is unpowered. The programmer is simply connected to the ICSP connector of the
board and programmed.
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 3.2 ICP Circuit
Figure 1 show the typical ICSP circuitry found on those programmable PIC Boards.

 

  Figure 1

The two programming pins of the PIC chip, RB6 and RB7 are simply connected to the ICSP connector.
They will be used for data and clock signals during programming. To be able to use the in circuit
programming function of the board, it is VERY important not to connect anything to these pins that
will prevent them from being controlled by the PIC programmer.
The MCL\ pin has to be driven to 13V during programming. It is thus necessary to have a diode to
prevent this voltage from going to the rest of the circuit. By connecting together the base and collector
of TR2, it functions like a diode and does just that.
When programming an unpowered target board (programmable PIC board), one does not want the
whole circuit to be powered, only the PIC chip. TR1 and R1 are used for this. When programming an
unpowered target board, the base and collector of TR1 are connected together via the PIC programmer
(Pins 5 and 6 of the ICP connector are shorted together), making TR1 act like a diode. The voltage
applied to the PIC chip during programming is thus not propagated to the rest of the circuit.
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4 Programming with a ZIF Socket Programming Adapter
A ZIF Socket Programming Adapter can be used if you already have a PIC programmer and want to
use it for programming your PIC board. Ensure that your PIC programmer:

1. Programs the PICs serially, this refers to the programming algorithm used and not how the
programmer connects to the PC(Serial or parallel port, USB…). Most modern PIC chips can only
be programmed via a serial programming algorithm, so this adapter will work for all of them.
Examples are PIC16F876, PIC16F877, PIC16F628, PIC18F242……….

2. Uses normal Vpp (13V) to program the PIC chips, and does not program them in low voltage mode.
This requires an extra pin for programming!

The ZIF Socket Programming Adapter plugs into your PIC programmers ZIF socket in place of the
PIC chip. Ensure that pin 1 of the Programming adapter is where pin 1 of the PIC chip would have
been. There are currently 2 ZIF Socket Programming Adapters available,
one for 18-20 pin PIC chips, and the other for 28-44 pin PIC chips. They both look pretty similar, and
just have different pin outs, seeing that the programming pins for the 18 pin PICs are situated on
different places then those for the 28 and 44 pin PICs.

  Figure 2
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 4.1 Programming a powered board
To program your board while powered, ensure that your ZIF Socket Programming Adapter's
straps are configured for this. Figure 3 shows what the straps should look like.

  Figure 3

Follow the following steps:
1. Ensure that the programmer and target board are switched off!
2. Insert the ZIF Socket Programming Adapter into the programmers ZIF socket in place of the PIC.
3. Apply power to you programmer.
4. (1)* If it is a software driven programmer, start the program and ensure it has established a

connection (is communicating) with the programmer.
5. Plug the 8 pin socket of the ZIF Socket Programming Adapter into the 8 pin header on your target

board.
6. Power your target board
7. Program it.

(1)* Step 4 is VERY important for the programmer PIC-K149B, seeing that this programmer has
stray voltages on there ZIF socket until the controlling software is started(MicroPro.exe) and has established a connection
with the programmer. These stray voltages can (and probably will) damage your chip!!
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 4.2 Programming an unpowered board
To program your board while unpowered, ensure that your ZIF Socket Programming
Adapter's straps are configured for this. Figure 4 shows what the straps should look like.

  Figure 4

Follow the following steps:
1. Ensure that the programmer and target board are switched off!
2. Insert the ZIF Socket Programming Adapter into the programmers ZIF socket in place of the PIC.
3. Apply power to you programmer.
4. (1)* If it is a software driven programmer, start the program and ensure it has established a

connection (is communicating) with the programmer.
5. (2)* Ensure your target board is unpowered!!! If it is powered, you will damage it!!
6. Plug the 8 pin socket of the ZIF Socket Programming Adapter into the 8 pin header on your target

board.
7. Program it.

(1)* Step 4 is VERY important for the programmer PIC-K149B, seeing that this programmer has
stray voltages on there ZIF socket until the controlling software is started(MicroPro.exe) and has established a connection
with the programmer. These stray voltages can (and probably will) damage you programmer!!

(2)* This is because if both the programmer and target board supply power, they will drive against each others and cause
damage.
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